EUSÉBIO remembered by LUÍS FILIPE VIEIRA
The president of Sport Lisboa e Benfica talks about the marking moments
of his acquaintanceship with the «Black Panther» and praises the way
Servilusa conducted the memorial service. Page 20
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Inauguration of the
Funeral Centre of Lapa

The modern and pleasant facilities of the Funeral Centre of Lapa were very praised by the dozens of
people that visited it on its inauguration day – October 15th 2014. Located side-by-side with the Igreja
da Nossa Senhora da Lapa (Church of Our Lady of Lapa), an ex-libris of the city of Oporto, this new
infrastructure reinforces Servilusa’s expansion strategy in the northern part of the country. Page 12
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Readers’ Mail

I

am a reader of your magazine and I would like
to sincerely congratulate the team that writes
and runs i-nova. Getting the reader to distance
himself from the complex and hard reality, as
the problems your activity faces, and showing
everything that is beyond that, capturing the
reader’s attention, through a different approach
of those same problems, is deserving and worthy of praise. From the last issue, published on
July 2014, I have highlighted two articles that
caught my attention – the news on Sophia de
Mello Breyner’s transfer to the Panteão Nacional
(National Pantheon) and the article on marking
funerals, which reminded me of our late Raul
Indipwo.

I

Congratulations, once again, to this Great Team!

have always worked in the commercial field, but I have never
imagined working in a funeral home. When the opportunity
arose, I had some fear of not fitting in, but the truth is that my
integration was excellent. After a training period in Lisbon, I
began to work in the Loja de Santa Catarina (Branch of Santa
Catarina), in Oporto, where the work environment, despite the
stress and the everyday life setbacks, is great. Being able to
rely on the help of colleagues in this initial period was fundamental, since it is not easy dealing daily with the suffering of
families. However, we have a team of technicians, operational
agents and administrative staff who work all together and give
their best effort so that we can provide to these families a moment of comfort and peace. It is satisfying when, at the end of
the service, the family says to us: «Thank you for everything,
you were excellent during this hard moment, it could not have
gone better.» It is with great pride that I am part of this team
Servilusa!

Marina Apolinário Kong

Susana Silva, commercial technician

Continue to send your opinions and curiosities to the e-mail inova@servilusa.pt. This is the readers’ communication space.
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Editorial

Eyes set in the future
In 2015, we will continue on the improvement, modernization and competence path. We have several planned
projects, mainly a funeral complex with
a crematorium furnace in Cascais, as well
as, other great projects which will cement Servilusa’s role as a leading company. One of our main bets in this new
year is the Funeral Plan in Life, a pre-need
project, which will strengthen our market position, giving an effective and clear
response to the existing needs with more
advantageous proposals to face the evolution that is felt at this level.
This early planning movement of the
funeral we are assisting is something
that Servilusa has already anticipated itself in, when we improved the Funeral in
Life Contract. We continue to adapt this
answer to society’s natural evolution, focusing us in a very careful business plan.

L

ooking back, 2014 was a year ruled
by very demanding challenges
for Servilusa. As we believe that
preparation is fundamental to give
a proper answer to what our clients and
partners expect from us, we carried out
an internal restructuration to continue the
quality work we are recognized for.
We bet on projects that only became
possible because we achieved goals and
presented growth results and we are a
confidence player in the market. The Centro Funerário da Lapa (Funeral Centre of
Lapa), in Oporto, which we inaugurated in
the month of October, is one more proof
that Servilusa is always with its eyes set
on the future. Besides that investment, we
have opened three new branches in Almada and in Oporto (Feijó, Foz and Antas) and we have improved another ten,
from north to south of the country.

Focus on training
and social responsibility
Training continues to be one of our great
pillars of action, being fundamental so
that, year after year, we can present positive results: the reflection of the way how
we face the business. Focusing on the
behavioural area, we want to continue
giving our collaborators the tools that
allow for a better quality in the provided
services. Mourning Psychology Workshops, a joint initiative with the Associação
Portuguesa dos Profissionais do Sector
Funerário [Portuguese Association of the
Funeral Sector Professionals] (APPSF), are
an absolutely won bet. In terms of social
responsibility, Servilusa also continues to
be quite dynamic. We carry out actions
across the whole country, from collecting
and offering miscellaneous material to
the most needed institutions to participating in important initiatives, such as the
World Forest Day, the Blood Donor Day,
among many others.
I would also like to stress the continuity
of the partnership between Servilusa
and the Panteão Nacional (National Pantheon). In 2009, we sponsored the ex-

hibit that marked the tenth anniversary of
Amália Rodrigues’ death. In the following
year, we supported another exhibit that
marked the 100 th anniversary of the
establishment of a Republic in Portugal.
At this moment, we are sponsoring an
exhibit on the life and work of the writer
Almeida Garrett, which was inaugurated
last month in December and ongoing until April.
We also continue to support the academic component, opening our doors to
universities and institutes, for curricular
research and internships in our company.
Another aspect of which we do not give
up and is already part of Servilusa’s DNA
is the funeral of the needy, which we perform through agreements celebrated with
hospitals, town halls and with the Santa
Casa da Misericórdia (Saint Mercy House).
I also underline the dozens of celebrations that we performed last November, to
mark All Saint’s Day, on which Servilusa’s
collaborators insisted on participating, as
a way of thanking our clients for the confidence they place in us. Through Servilusa’s invitation, more than 11 000 people
participated in these masses performed
in churches from north to south of the
country, in a felt and humble tribute to
their already deceased family members
and friends.
There is still an important reference to
Servilusa’s organisational environment,
which maintains high levels, about 90%,
which is revealing that the company’s
growth has been followed by good working conditions and team spirit. This group
feeling, where the success of each one is
the success of all, leads to a fulfilling environment and a global satisfaction, fundamental ingredients in successful companies.
I conclude with wishes of a very prosper
2015 for all Servilusa’s collaborators,
partners and clients.

Paulo Moniz Carreira
Business general-manager
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News in Brief
from Servilusa

Training is still a priority in 2015

«M

ourning Psychology – Dealing
with delicate situations» workshops have once again become a bet
of Servilusa and the Associação Portuguesa dos Profissionais do Sector Funerário [Portuguese Association of the
Funeral Sector Professionals] (APPSF)
in 2014, although they have approached other subjects, as stress and
conflict management. «This training
program began essentially focused
on Mourning Psychology, because it
is in this field that we have a greater
experience to share with the organizations and the professionals who
attend these», states Carlos Martins,
Servilusa’s commercial and marketing
manager.
More than 50% of training actions
provided in 2014 by Servilusa, in part-

nership with APPSF, were about Mourning Psychology and were addressed to
caregivers. «However, throughout
these workshops program, the organisations and institutions themselves
demonstrated a need and will to attend training actions on other subjects, mainly stress and conflict management. And, in that sense, we have
decided to develop modules focused
on these contents», he explains.
Stress and conflict management is
recurrent in teams that work daily in
the caregiver activity, as in geriatric
support and health institutions. «Work
group is susceptible to creating goals
and relationship conflicts, which, many
times, are not common. Our goal is to
help organizations handle and overcome these situations, promoting

team spirit and the quality of the provided service», justifies Carlos Martins.
Training in conflict management
provided by Servilusa lasts about four
hours and makes up «a support and
a possibility of gifting people with
tools to overcome and manage these
issues». The same principle is applied
to stress management. «In a home
environment, for example, it is natural that there are moments of stress.
Most of the times, it is not possible to
eradicate it, but one can learn to deal
with it.»
In 2015, Servilusa retakes the bet in
training of cemetery operators, which
began in 2008, starting with a cemetery
action of Barreiro Town Hall. «Cemetery
operators are very important in the final
stage of the funeral process, they must
care to intervene in a methodical and
dignifying manner. It is necessary that
they have a proper training, because
they are carrying out a task before
families, at a moment of great sensibility», defends Carlos Martins.
This year, Servilusa also intends to complement this dynamic with training actions on topics of interest of the general
population, mainly of the communities
close to company branches. «We want
to get even closer to the populations
and families, providing the sharing of
information that can be useful in your
everyday life», announces the commercial and marketing manager.

Establishment of strategic

I

n 2014, Servilusa established several protocols, with entities as Sporting
Clube Farense (SCF), ANDSaúde (Associação Nacional de Direito à Saúde) [National Association of Right to Health] and
Grupo Mota-Engil (Mota-Engil Group),
having even improved the protocol with
Grupo Jerónimo Martins (Jerónimo Martins Group). Regarding SCF, which has a
lot of relevance in the Algarve, the objective is to potentiate Servilusa’s presence in
the region, mainly through the reference
to the agreement made with the funeral
company on the website and in the media
that the club develops for its supporters,
as well as in the stadium itself.
Protocols with Grupo Jerónimo Martins
(Jerónimo Martins Group) and Grupo Mota-
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-Engil (Mota-Engil Group) aim to spread
Servilusa’s trademark to the employees
of these companies, providing them with
more favourable conditions. On the other
hand, it was made available to these companies, which have activities in several
places in the world, a high quality international service, with preferential conditions.
These protocols are a way of Servilusa better informing on its services

and products, providing institutions
and companies’ collaborators and associates a high quality service at very
affordable prices. At this moment, Servilusa has already more than 70 protocols established with company groups,
institutions and representative associations of several areas of society, being
that new collaboration opportunities
are constantly arising.

5

Exhibit on Almeida Garrett at the Panteão Nacional (National Pantheon)

O

n the occasion of the 160 th anniversary of the death of the writer
Almeida Garrett, which took place on
December 9th 1854, the Panteão Nacional (National Pantheon) pays tribute to the author of Viagens na Minha
Terra (Travels in my Homeland), among
many other works, buried there, with
the exhibit «Almeida Garrett – a Viagem
e o Património» («Almeida Garrett – the
Journey and the Heritage»). Counting on
Servilusa’s support, this showing was inaugurated last December 18th and will be
ongoing until April 19th, also marking the
inauguration of the new exhibit space of

the Panteão Nacional (National
Pantheon) and its Interpretation
Centre.
According to Isabel Melo, director of the Panteão Nacional
(National Pantheon), «Servilusa,
as patron of the exhibit, ensured
an important financial support,
which largely contributed for the
possibility of accomplishing this
initiative».
Inaugurated on the same day
(December 18th 2014), the Interpretation
Centre of the Panteão Nacional
(National Pantheon), which illustrates the long and troubled
history of the Igreja de Santa
Engrácia (Church of Santa Engrácia) and the Panteão Nacional (National Pantheon), through
the showing of a unique set of
plays and maquettes, some of
them presented to the public
for the first time, was also supported by Servilusa.
From Almeida Garrett’s
great work, Isabel Melo high-

lights «the activity he has performed
around the patrimonial cause», having
been gathered «a set of works, plays and
documents of unquestionable importance, from museums, palaces, libraries
and national archives». According to this
official, Servilusa’s support throughout the
years «has been determinant for the performing of numerous and diversified initiatives of the Panteão Nacional (National
Pantheon), which included recovering
spaces, widening the visit’s route, creating new valences and organizing exhibits».

Servilusa renews partnership with S.L. Benfica

S

ince three years ago that Servilusa and
Sport Lisboa e Benfica have joined efforts to make available to the club’s associates and their families the possibility of choosing an exclusive tribute and
according to the image of connection
to their club. Carlos Martins, Servilusa’s
commercial and marketing manager, says
that this has been a «very positive collaboration, and the club associates have
praised this protocol, being very significant the number of supporting families
that choose Servilusa».
Resultant from this partnership between
Servilusa and S.L. Benfica, which was renewed for the year of 2015, the special
conditions offered to the club’s associates
and their families include discounts in funerals, offering of a floral wreaths and the
possibility of hiring a custom funeral, with
notes depicting your beloved club, since
Servilusa has exclusivity regarding the use
of the Benfica brand in memorial services.
Thanks to the renewal of this partnership,
these are some of the advantages that the

220 thousand club associates will continue
to benefit from.
Currently, Servilusa is present in Sport
Lisboa e Benfica media and website.
Within the scope of planned activities for
2015, the company hopes to provide to
some institutions a visit to the Museu do
Benfica (Benfica Museum).
Sponsorship to the futsal team
At the end of 2014, Servilusa established
another partnership with Sport Lisboa
e Benfica, which passes by sponsoring its
futsal team. «It is a special support that
we are providing, having as a counterpart our trademark publicised in player
kits and matches broadcasted in Benfica
TV. We think that this involvement makes
all the sense, since it is a club of national
relevance. We also like to associate ourselves to the emotion and passion for a
sport. A futsal match is always a moment
of satisfaction, of celebration, for the club,
for the victory, in family and with friends»,
explains Carlos Martins.

DR

According to this official, «in all company activities it makes sense to promote
sports, since it is a way of celebrating life».
For that reason, Servilusa has also already
sponsors the Corrida do Oriente (Race of
the East) for a few years now.
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Zoom in

A day dedicated
to the «Servilusa family»
About 170 of Servilusa’s collaborators participated in a paper-chase game organized in Sintra, last August
1st. The 12 teams performed several activities throughout a sunny morning, which culminated with a get
together lunch at the company’s headquarters, in Alfragide. The awards for the winners – two checks of
250 euros – were delivered to two social welfare institutions chosen by you (see page 16). Here are some pictures and recorded words by i-nova on that conviviality day.
Marisa Cruz

«These moments of conviviality are always
important, since we can resee some colleagues
and meet others. We are one big “family”»

Nuno Pires, Northern Area commercial coordinator

«Fishing» for small plastic fishes
in buckets of water was one of the events

happy, he works
«If the collaborator is
These initiatives
with double the will.
are great»
ch
trative in the Bran
Lucinda Mota, adminis
of Mem Martins

Another paper-chase game activity consisted
in filling a recipient with water from a distance…

«Servilusa always assumed that one
of its main pillars are people. To strengthen
the bonds between this big “family”,
promoting team spirit and camaraderie,
is essential»

Paulo Moniz Carreira, business general-manager

«It was a very funny get together, even
because I met colleagues with whom, until
today, had only spoken to on the phone»
Jorge Silvestre, operational agent in Faro

name of «Servilusian
Team H, which received the
hase game winners
er-c
pap
the
re
Parakeets», we
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«This was an action of internal responsibility
with the external purpose of helping others
with greater satisfaction. The result is quite
positive and the smiles on people’s faces
said it all»

Rodolfo Pessoa, responsible by the Social
Responsibility, Environment and Quality Department

A selfie to remember… and to complete another task

«It was an initiative which allowed us to get
together in a fun and different way»
Leocádia Freitas, call center operational agent

The return to the centre of Sintra, after a series of fun
events and that implied walking a few kilometres

The morning of
lunch at Servilu the get together ended with
a
sa’s headquarte
rs, in Alfragide

spent. It is
«It was worth it! It was a day well
something
good, once in a while, for us to do
unwind
completely different from usual, to
from the daily routine»
Coimbra
Assis Pereira, operational agent in

The collaborators’ adhesion to the messages mural
proved that this company’s initiative was much praised

«The purpose of this action was
to provide the possibility
of collaborators from several
areas of the country fraternizing
in a fun event»
Carlos Martins, commercial and
marketing manager

ished this action even

«Servilusa family» fin

more united
F e b r u a r y 2 015
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Trajectories

The secret of knowing
how to listen
At 56 years old, Adelaide Lopes has a trajectory of about 40 years in the funeral business. She likes the work
she does at Servilusa, in post-hiring, where she contacts directly with the client. She confesses that she cannot imagine herself working in another area and highlights the importance of knowing how to listen to the
client. In her spare time, she dedicates herself to off-road and humanitarian oriented actions.
Cláudia Azevedo

W

hen she started working in
Agência Funerária Borges (Funeral Home Borges), in Lisbon, by the «hand» of her ex-husband,
Adelaide Lopes was only 17 years old.
With her marriage, she practically lived in
this family-oriented funeral home, where
she helped with the administrative part. In
1985, due to her divorce, Adelaide moved
to the Agência da Cova da Piedade (Funeral Home of Cova da Piedade) and
began to perform other tasks, mainly as
commercial and administrative technician.
In 1991, when she became owner of the
branch, she already had vast experience.
«When I was invited to integrate my funeral agency in Servilusa, I was hesitant»,
she confesses. Adelaide Lopes was young
and worked with her husband 365 days
per year, with no Saturdays, Sundays or
holidays. Therefore, she thought that it
was time to have more freedom. «I also
began to realize that the group would
provide to the clients the conditions that

I could not offer at a small funeral home.
Servilusa presented innovations that we
did not have, and we would never have.
Only bigger companies have conditions to
develop innovative services and products
that we now have available. That attracted me. I also liked my work proposal, of
being more in the office, but still maintaining contact with the clients», she says.
After integrating her funeral home in
Servilusa, Adelaide Lopes began managing
to better conciliate her professional life
with her family. She remarried 25 years
ago and her current husband also works
at Servilusa. She shows pride when she
talks about her three daughters: the oldest
graduated in Social Communication, the
middle one is a Portuguese/English teacher
and the youngest is an actress. Regarding
grandchildren, she has a little girl, aged 9.
The humanitarian side
As her children «have already gone about
their business», Adelaide now has more

«We have to be like a psychologist»
Adelaide Lopes recognizes that contacting with the client, sometimes, is hard and
tells her secret: «We should let the client let it all out, let him speak and, mainly,
know how to listen to him. We have to be like a psychologist, because the client is
very fragile. It is important “to enter his heart”, to create an affinity. If we create
a connection, the client feels that he is protected.» About a year and a half ago,
Adelaide Lopes lost her father and manages, more and more, to place herself in the
position of those who suffer. «We are not dealing with a marriage or a baptism, at
which people are happy, but with a funeral, which nobody wants to happen. While
the grooms, when they deal with the wedding, they want everything to their liking,
here is the contrary. It is a very heavy weight having to make decisions at such a difficult moment, whereby we have to help lighten that burden.»
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time for her hobbies. She dedicates herself to off-road, organizes humanitarian
oriented outings, with the help of forum
«Tugas TT» and supports the homeless.
It all began when about ten years ago, a
Servilusa colleague issued to the couple
the challenge of off-road. «My husband
traded in his car for a jeep. We were drawn
into it and never stopped since then», she
rejoices.
Support to the more needy arose concomitantly. «We began making tours to
Morocco every two years. In this country,
there are very poor people and we began taking things to offer them (pencils,
pens, t-shirts, etc.). For the 2016 expedition, I already have lots of crates full of
things to take to them», she announces.
It is no surprise, then, that Adelaide Lopes
is part of Servilusa’s volunteer portfolio.
«Even recently I participated in the action
on which we cleaned the Serra de Sintra
(Sintra Range)», she highlights.
Manual works and travelling are also
some of her passions. «The country I most
enjoyed visiting was Brazil. has very open
minded people, like me», she states. She
knows Portugal from north to south, but
she mostly likes being by the sea. Mexico
is among the countries I would like to visit
and it is scheduled for next summer. «I still
want to travel a lot and work until I cannot do it anymore. At a working level, I do
not long for much more than that that I
already have, because it is what I like to
do. Being closed in an office, for me, is a
DR
disease»,
she concludes.
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Flowers in the shape
of passions

Servilusa’s florists have been receiving several original requests, as is the case of this surf board

F

or those who
want to honour the loved
one with something that goes beyond the traditional
floral wreaths, Servilusa just launched
it most innovative service – the customization of flower sets,
which acquire the shape of something the
deceased particularly liked. The idea has
been very well received by the clients: in
just two months, we have had requests
such as a surf board, a motorcycle, a plane,
a teddy bear, basketballs, books, filmstrips
and a saxophone.
Thanks to a team of properly trained
and creative florists, the sets of flowers acquire unique and exclusive shapes, which
recreate likings and life’s own trajectory of
those who leave us. «Requests are very different. It all started with the peace symbol,

the first set we did. So far, the
hardest one was to create
the saxophone, so much for
me as for the person who
created the mould», says
florist Samanta Miwa. Indeed,
besides the creative aspect,
it is necessary a base for the
final set and, many times, it is
necessary to create moulds from scratch, a
task which is in the skilful hands of Carlos
Monchique. For florist Paula Bom-Pastor,
saxophone also made up the greatest
challenge: «It was the hardest one, but the
most beautiful and thorough one was the
teddy bear.» Samanta Miwa agrees: «The
bear was the prettiest we have done so far
and the first in 3D format.»
Florist training is a key element at Servilusa. «I had already experienced it, but,
when I came here, I took a course within
the scope of this task and, at least once
a year, we have training to get away from

the traditional and take more chances»,
confirms Samanta Miwa. According to
João Alves, responsible for Servilusa’s
Shopping Department, the florist team
«was always very motivated to develop
the creative side». «We have to be focused
on the market, but always innovating», he
justifies.
The truth is that the creative incentive has resulted. «At first, we
were a little bit nervous, we
would go home thinking on
how to do it, but, afterwards,
once the work is done, we
are proud of the sets we create», pours out Samanta
Miwa. It is the proof that, with
art and effort, everything is
possible towards
the most beautiful tributes and
filled with symbolism. Cláudia Azevedo

Customized ceramic urns

A

nother of Servilusa’s product that can be customized are ceramic urns. Since 2010
that the company has the contribution of two artists, Isabel and Manuel Venâncio,
for hand painting of these pieces – which are created to keep the ashes that result
from cremation. As they are basic white, these urns can be decorated with motifs at the
client’s request, a service more and more requested, even because cremation, currently, is
the chosen option in over 30% of funerals performed by Servilusa and, in some areas, such
as Lisbon, is already over 50%.
Ranging from simpler traces, as flower sketching or some object that brings to memory
the deceased, to real works of art, such as the recreation of Vicent Van Gogh’s The Starry
Night, family requests are quite different. «In principle, it is possible to make any type of
decoration that family members and friends wish because it is associated to their loved
one», states Carlos Martins, Servilusa’s commercial and marketing manager.
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Innovare

Reinforcement
of the Funeral in Life Plan

New business unit, greater investment, location more aimed at target-audience and a reinforced bet in divulgation. It is on these pillars that Servilusa will settle its renewed bet on the Funeral in Life Plan, one of its most
important plans for 2015.
Luís Ribeiro

T

o plan one’s own funeral in life,
according to its will, without leaving burdens nor worries for family
members to deal with in a particularly difficult time is a more and more common
wish. To give answer to this will demonstrated by many people, especially those
over 50 years old, Servilusa created, in
2012, the Funeral in Life Plan.
Three years later, realizing the market’s
growing demand, the company reinforces its bet on this pre-need project,

with several news. The client now has six
basic plans, named after precious stones:
diamond and sapphire (Great segment),
emerald and jade (Essential segment),
amber and ruby (Popular segment).
Besides these predetermined combinations, the client can choose to customize the plan according to his liking and
desired budget.
With no age limit, the funeral plan can
be changed at any moment and contracted at prompt payment or in a frac-

Advantages
It is simple: meets the will of the client and it is not up to third parties;
It is flexible: allows for several ways of payment and the modification of

hired services at any moment;

It is advantageous: protects the client’s family members of burdens at a
difficult moment and can be subscribed at any age;
It is safe: the execution of the chosen plan is ensured by a contract-card;
It is straightforward: it is a contract with Servilusa.
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tioned way, without interests. Updating
the plan’s value is performed only after
the fourth year of the contract, according
to the previous year inflation, being that
after the age of 75 the contract no longer
suffers updates.
In Paulo Martins’ opinion, the new
business unit manager of the Funeral in
Life Plan, this project represents an assurance for the clients’ future and a double
advantage for their families. «It is a way
of one not leaving its family members the
funeral’s financial burden, but also the
weight of the decision in a particularly
difficult moment», he highlights.
New business unit
The first step in reinforcing the bet on
the Funeral in Life Plan was the creation
of a new autonomous business unit, led
by Paulo Martins, with a team, budget
and goals of its own. Besides the internal team, the commercial strategy is
based on a network of local representatives, which will be able to promote this
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«Funeral in Life Plan is a
way of one not leaving
its family members
the funeral’s financial
burden, but also the
weight of the decision
in a particularly difficult moment»
Paulo Martins

Funeral in Life Plan Business
Unit Plan Manager

product in their field of action. «It is a
strategic project for the development of
Servilusa’s activity in its sector, on which
we will make a strong investment», advances Paulo Martins.
The largest divulgation of the Funeral
in Life Plan is another big bet. A website
was created – www.funeralvida.servilusa.
pt – adapted to tablets and smartphones,
which, besides information about the advantages of this product and its different
plans, allows to directly contact Servilusa
by e-mail or a toll free number, which its
call is always redirected to a properly informed collaborator.
Several pamphlets and brochures were
produced with information and some
of the more frequent questions, with
respective answers, to distribute in Servilusa’s branches, funeral centres and
crematoriums, as well as next to external
partners. In the same manner, will be exposed posters with the new image of the
Funeral in Life Plan throughout the company’s network of branches and funeral
centres.
Soon, will also be initiated a divulgation
campaign in three distinct channels. Online,
the project will be present on several websites with special impact next to its targetaudience and on main search engines. Besides, betting on online also passes by the
filling out forms generator on the website
www.funeralvida.servilusa.pt.
At a press level, will be divulgated ads
in some of the national publications with
higher audience. In the future, ads will
begin being broadcasted on the radio.

According to Paulo Martins, the Funeral in Life Plan will be one of the
main pillars of Servilusa’s activity in
the following years. «Wemade a strong
investment in this plan because we
believe in its importance. Our goal is
to give a totally different dimension
to this business area until 2017», he
concludes.

Frequent questions
and answers
Why organise a funeral in life?

It is a careful and responsible way
of releasing the family from any burden
or concern. It allows
the client to choose
his/her funeral with
tranquillity and no
pressure, according
to his/her will.

What happens
if the client dies
before paying all
the instalments?

All the contracted funeral plan is
fulfilled. The claimant of the service
will be only in charge of liquidating
the missing instalments.

Who executes the
service?

The funeral service is
executed by a team
of professionals from
Servilusa, with the insurance of high quality
standards.

How is the plan price update
done?

It is done after the fourth year of
contract, according to the inflation
of the previous year. In the case of
the client celebrating the contract
with more than 75 years of age, no
more annual updates are done. In
case it is done with more than 71
years of age and less than 75, the update is only made once.

You can refer to information on the Funeral in Life
Plan in www.funeralvida.servilusa.pt
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Across the country…

Centro Funerário da Lapa (Funeral Centre
of Lapa) surprises through inovation

The two veiling rooms, which excel by comfort and modern design, were quite praised by the people
who visited the Centro Funerário da Lapa (Funeral Centre of Lapa) on the day of its inauguration

The inauguration of the Centro Funerário da Lapa (Funeral Centre of Lapa), located between the cemetery
and the Igreja de Nossa Senhora da Lapa (Church of Our Lady of Lapa), in Oporto, took place in the afternoon of last October 15th. Not even the intense rain stopped the dozens of people who insisted on being
present at this event and, unlike some could think, they were faced with a comfortable and not at all morose infrastructure.
Marisa Cruz

«F

or the soul, there the chapel was
found; For eternity, the cemetery was found; For the body,
the hospital was found.» These are the
words that welcome who enters the Centro
Funerário da Lapa (Funeral Centre of Lapa)
and heads to the stairwell located next to
the reception, which leads to the first floor.
I-nova’s team had the chance of getting to
know the infrastructure a few hours beforehand the first official visit. Step by step, we
came across old photographs of the Igreja
de Nossa Senhora da Lapa (Church of Our
Lady of Lapa), an ex-libris of the “Invicta” city,
which is side-by-side with the new novo Funeral Centre raised by Servilusa.

Despite the interior’s innovative design,
the old outlining façade was conserved,
so that the two buildings coexist, side-byside, in harmony, thus keeping the historical
essence. Paulo Rodrigues, Servilusa’s Centre
and Northern Business Unit manager, considers that this space «is very well achieved,
even in Oporto’s urban centre, with good accessibilities». And he adds: «With the association of this Centre to Igreja da Lapa (Church
of Lapa), an emblematic icon of the “Invicta”, Servilusa came out on top in terms of
visibility and notoriety, mainly in the northern region.»
On the top floor, next to the elevators,
there is a veiling room, called Nossa Sen-

A pillar of growth
«Centro Funerário da Lapa (Funeral Centre of Lapa) is absolutely crucial and strategic for
Servilusa. We have a strong implementation in several areas of the country, including Oporto, a city that offers all the conditions to continue growing, since it has a lot of investment
opportunities», refers Paulo Moniz Carreira, Servilusa’s business general-manager. Let us
remind you that, until the inauguration of the Centro Funerário da Lapa (Funeral Centre of
Lapa), there was only one crematorium furnace in Oporto, municipality managed and does
not work on Sundays. Therefore, this new infrastructure «is super innovative and it will
help Servilusa by fulfilling its economic and employment goals, as well as increasing the
trademark’s notoriety in this important city», where it already has 12 funeral homes.
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hora da Lapa (Our Lady of Lapa). Grey and
lime-green are the colours that make up this
space marked by a modern decoration and
by its comfort. If it were not the area where
the urn is placed, this space would pass as a
comfortable living-room of any house, with
sofas, coffee table, lamps and paintings on
the wall. There was also here a concern in
creating the least possible taciturn environment. The glass door can be totally retracted
or not, according to the family and friends’
desire that veil the body.
At the end of the same corridor, there
is the Senhor da Vida (Lord of Life) room,
similar in everything to the previous one,
with small decorative touches that makes
them distinct. Close to this area, there is
still an exit which gives direct access to the
terrace and to the cemetery. Meanwhile, in
order not to lose the beginning of the inauguration ceremony, we interrupted the tour
and headed out to the Igreja de Nossa Senhora da Lapa (Church of Our Lady of
Lapa), the meeting point.
Revolutionary project
Several of Servilusa’s collaborators
gathered at the church’s atrium, around

13
3 p.m., as well as representatives of the
Irmandade de Nossa Senhora da Lapa
(Brotherhood of Our Lady of Lapa) and
other illustrious guests. Among them,
we found Antonio Belaustegui, director of the Grupo Mémora (Mémora
Group), to which Servilusa belongs to,
which said to i-nova: «This is a revolutionary project in Portugal, since it
combines a crematorium with an emblematic church at the centre of the city
of Oporto. Therefore, it represents the
impressive qualitative leap for the families and friends of the bereaved people,
since this Funeral Centre offers a pleasant space of contemplation, discreet
and dignifying.»
António França Amaral, ombudsman of
the Irmandade de Nossa Senhora da Lapa
(Brotherhood of Our Lady of Lapa), was
the first to give a speech, showing himself to be content with the protocol signed
between the entity that he represents and
Servilusa, from which results that the management of the cemetery is now the funeral company’s responsibility. Within the
scope of this agreement, was then built
this Funeral Centre. «The community wins,
since the administration of the cemetery
is now transferred to professionals and we
now have the cremation aspect», highlighted this official.
Paulo Moniz Carreira, Ser vilusa’s
business general-manager, also shared
a few words at the inauguration ceremony, thanking the opportunity of
this partnership, which he described as
being «a privilege». This official pointed out the fact that this infrastructure
is Servilusa’s third funeral centre fifth
crematorium, which «would not have
been possible without the support
of the Irmandade de Nossa Senhora

da Lapa (Brotherhood of Our Lady of
Lapa)». Meanwhile, chords of a violin
accompanied by the sound of an organ
sounded.
Very praised facilities
After the speeches and the musical moment, it was time to finally get to officially know the Centro Funerário da
Lapa (Funeral Centre of Lapa). Paulo
Moniz Carreira unveiled the nameplate
and, then, all the people got together in
the reception area, where canon António
Ferreira dos Santos proceeded to begin
the tour, starting by saluting everybody
that was present. After some biblical
passages, the parishioner blessed the
new facilities, which were visited by all
visitors following that.
The visible admiration look on the faces
of many, when entering a new room, and
the positive remarks of so many others left
no margin for doubts: the project is well
achieved. Laurinda Leite, responsible for
the Centro Social
da Paróquia de Valbom (Social Centre of the Parish of
Valbom), gave her
opinion to i-nova:
«Centro Funerário
da Lapa (Funeral
Centre of Lapa) is
nice, comfortable
and well oriented
to provide the comfort and peace that
are so necessary at
a fragile moment as
the loss of a beloved one.»
This opinion was
shared by colonel

The crematorium furnace of the Centro Funerário da Lapa
(Funeral Centre of Lapa) is Servilusa’s fifth one

Mário dos Santos, from the territorial
command of GNR in Oporto, who added: «Taking into account the provided
service and the lack of this equipment
in the city of Oporto, this Funeral Centre is quite important. The facilities show
an advanced technological level and is a
very well harnessed space from an architectonic point of view.»
On the ground-floor, is the Sala
da Última Despedida (Last farewell
Room), where family and friends see
the urn for the ultimate time, before
it is taken to the crematorium furnace,
installed at the end of the same corridor. Maybe because of its importance,
the crematorium furnace also raised
the visitors’ curiosity, who spent some
minutes observing it. Perhaps, reflecting on life ant its ending or, judging
by what they saw, realizing the importance of bringing comfort and peace
to the so difficult moments of farewell.
This Funeral Centre is integrated
in the historical scenery of Igreja
da Lapa (Church of Lapa), built in the
18th century, being that its old façade
was maintained

Dozens of people were present at the inauguration ceremony, meeting
at the entrance of the Igreja de Nossa Senhora da Lapa (Church of Our Lady of Lapa)
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Across the country…

Agência Salgado (Funeral Home Salgado), Almada
Re-opening on 05/12/2014

Continuous bet on improving
and opening branches
Servilusa’s expansion strategy reflects itself of the increasing number of inaugurations and reopening of
branches, which, at this moment, make up for a total of 50 around the whole country. Whether they are new
or remodelled, just from the beginning of last year there were 11 branches opening doors with a cosy and
modern image, highlighting smooth and «fresh» colours.
Marisa Cruz e Sofia Santos

I

n line with the national plan of image renewal carried out since 2013, all
Servilusa’s new branches are wide and
illuminated, have a modern layout and are
decorated in tones of white, green and
yellow. Its displays are also very appealing, with LED screens emitting information about Servilusa’s actions and services.
Another bet is the clear division of spaces,
with areas reserved for treating administrative issues and for hiring services.
Just in the first half of 2014 were inaugurated the branches of Ermesinde, Foz
e das Antas, in January, in the Northern
region; as well as the ones of Alvalade
(February) and Feijó (June), in the district
of Lisbon. Providing a more «lighter» and
cosier environment for the clients, who
resort to Servilusa’s services at a difficult

moment, is the main purpose of this new
image. «Most of all, we want our client to
feel comfortable and tranquil, during such
a painful stage as is the grieving process»,
explains Carlos Martins, commercial and
marketing manager.
In the following half, Agência Funerária
Melo (Funeral Home Melo), in Cacém, went
under construction works and opened its
doors again to the public in July. In turn,
Agência Funerária Magno (Funeral Home
Magno), in Cascais, re-inaugurated with a
«new face» on October 24th. Afterwards
there was the re-opening of Agência Salgado (Funeral Home Salgado), in Almada,
on December 5th, and of the branch of
Faro, five days later. Already during this
year, again back to the northern part
of the country, the most recent construc-

Agência Placo (Funeral Home Placo), VILA NOVA DE GAIA*

tion works were performed on the Agência Funerária Placo (Funeral Home Placo)
(Vila Nova de Gaia) and Agência Funerária
Boavista (Funeral Home Boavista) (Oporto), re-inaugurated last January 16th. It
should be noted that all inaugurations and
re-openings have had the blessing of the
priest of the respective parish.
For Paulo Rodrigues, Northern and Centre business unit manager, the company’s
recent corporate image «is much more
current and modern, meeting Servilusa’s
provided service and the position that this
occupies in the funeral homes market».
«We are making a great effort to standardize our new image at a national level and
the goal is to continue remodelling more
branches», ensures Paulo Moniz Carreira,
Servilusa’s business general-manager.

Agência Boavista (Funeral Home Boavista), Porto
*Re-opening on 16/01/2015
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Thousands of people remembered
beloved ones in honouring masses

S

ervilusa returned to performing several Eucharistic celebrations across the whole country, in memory of the people who
have already passed away and whose funerals it organized.
During the months of November and December, were organized 29
masses, which gathered thousands of family members and friends.
Just the celebration performed at the Igreja do Mosteiro dos
Jerónimos (Church of Monastery of Jerónimos), in Lisbon, on November 7th, gathered 3200 people, that filled this, that is one of
the main hall-churches of Europe. Margarida Moshe attended the
ceremony, honouring a close friend’s sister and father. «I come to
this sort of initiatives whenever I can. It is always good to be reminded of the people that have already left us», she shared with i-nova.
Carla Fernandes was also present in the ceremony, in memory of his
mother, and highlighted: «It is a way of honouring our beloved ones
who have already left us in a special celebration.»
In the north, on November 29th, it was the Igreja da Lapa (Church
of Lapa), in Oporto, receiving more than 700 people. Ema Pereira was
present to remember her father who had died in May. «It is a way of
being with other people that have gone through the same that we
did and sharing our feelings for the beloved ones that have already
gone», she said while leaving.
D. Manuel Martins’ words, cardinal who presided this celebration, were of comfort and hope, but also an appeal to the responsibility of all in the creation of a better society. «We have to form a new
Europe and a new world, because, despite Science’s achievements,
there are still many aggression towards human rights», he alerted.
Sofia Santos

of
mbra (New See
Sé Nova deth Coi000 people
November 8 - 1

Coimbra)

Igreja de São Pedro (Church of Saint Peter), in Faro
November 9th - 550 people

Igreja do Mosteiro dos Jerónimos (Church
of the Monastery of Jerónimos), in Lisbon
November 7th - 3 200 people

Igreja da Lapa (Church of Lapa), in Oporto
November 29th - 780 people

Igreja Matriz
November 9th - 30de Portimão (Main Church
0 people
of Portimão)
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Social Commitment

Delivering donations
to welfare institutions
Servilusa Day, on August 1st 2014,
also had a social side. The winning
team of the paper-chase game,
in Sintra, chose two institutions
to which they offered a donation of 250 euros each. Fundação
Rui Osório de Castro (Foundation
Rui Osório de Castro), in Lisbon,
and Instituto D. Francisco Gomes
(Institute D. Francisco Gomes), in
Faro, were the contemplated ones.
Marisa Cruz

S

upporting children with cancer and
their family members, also promoting their physical and emotional wellbeing, is the purpose of Fundação Rui Osório de Castro (Foundation Rui Osório de
Castro), which focus its action in the scientific and informative field. In that sense, its
main projects are the promotion of a portal
of online information on Paediatric Oncology, the publishing of books on the theme
and the contribution for the advancement
of scientific research in this field.
Marisa Nobre, from Servilusa’s Financial Department and one of the members
of the paper-chase game winning team,
explains the reasons behind choosing
Fundação Rui Osório de Castro (Foundation Rui Osório de Castro), created in 2009,
to receive one of the donations: «I was a
volunteer at this foundation before and it
is a cause which makes sense to support. I
praise the fact of Servilusa associating this
gesture to an initiative of a get together
between colleagues. It is important not to
think just of ourselves but help others.»
Paulo Moniz Carreira, Servilusa’s business

António Barão (centre), director of the Instituto D. Francisco Gomes (Institute D. Francisco
Gomes), insisted that the check was delivered to the teenagers that this institution houses

general-manager, highlights that «it was
fundamental to associate the fraternization spirit and strengthening of bonds between colleagues to a solidarity initiative».
Marta Eiró, responsible at the time for the
Fundação Rui Osório de Castro’s (Foundation Rui Osório de Castro) Raising Marketing Funds, showed herself quite satisfied
and took the opportunity at the moment of
the delivery of the check, last September 9th,
to give thanks: «Every cent counts, so I thank
this support from Servilusa, in the name of
all the Foundation’s team and children and
families that we support.» Mariana Oliveira,
general-manager of the institution, added:
«Despite existing a good survival rate, so
to speak, you need to consider the 25% of
cases of children that unfortunately do not
survive. Thank you!»

Support to needy young people
The other 250 euros were donated to
Instituto D. Francisco Gomes (Institute
D. Francisco Gomes), in Faro, also known
as Casa dos Rapazes (House of Boys). Inaugurated in 1942, this institution houses,
educates and integrates
children and young people deprived of a favourable family environment
into society. «Part of the
paper-chase game winning team is from the
Algarve and we agreed
that delivering of this donation would be a way of
recognizing the work of
an institution which is, for
many years, quite close to
this population», explains
Júlia Rocheta, Servilusa’s
Marisa Nobre and Pedro Costa, from Servilusa (on the right), handed the check
of 250 euros to Marta Eiró and Mariana Oliveira, of the Fundação Rui Osório
administrative technician
de Castro (Foundation Rui Osório de Castro)
and one of the winners.
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Currently, Instituto D. Francisco Gomes
(Institute D. Francisco Gomes) is a selfsustainable project, which supports about
60 teenagers, with ages between 14 and
21 . However, this mission has not always
been easy to perform. «When I reached the
board, there was an order to close doors…
The path we found was working so that
the institution had its own revenue. Then
came the idea of opening a day care centre in our facilities and, in not much more
than ten years, were built two day care centres, a kindergarten and the facilities where
primary classes take place», said i-nova
António Barão, director of the Instituto
D. Francisco Gomes (Institute D. Francisco
Gomes), upon the delivery of the donation.
«The institute’s structures are a reference
in Faro. Those who have the opportunity,
should visit them, specially to deconstruct
the stigma that persists on social welfare
institutions», defends Aida Ribeiro, Servilusa’s administrative technician in this city of
the Algarve. There are currently undergoing
construction works to give answer to the
most recent request of many parents: primary classes. «Our biggest challenge is that
all the children that live with us have a guaranteed future. Today, I am proud to say that
they have a 95% rate of school success!»,
highlighted António Barão.
Besides a vast number of employees,
that provide these teenagers the family environment that they do not have, Instituto
D. Francisco Gomes (Institute D. Francisco
Gomes) has the collaboration of psychologists, teachers and social service technicians. «The more young people we manage to house, the less fall in delinquency...
Thus, we are very happy that Servilusa has
remembered us. It is important that there
are companies with this social sensibility»,
completed the director.
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Music brightened up Grandparent’s Day
To mark Grandparents Day (July
26th), Servilusa organized a «musical visit» to some institutions
that house elderly people. On
July 29th 2014, during the morning, the initiative took place in the
area of Almada (Casa de Repouso
o Cisne [Retirement Home The
Swan], Casa de Repouso São José
[Retirement Home São José] and
Casa de Repouso Cantinho da Paz
[Retirement Home Cantinho da
Paz]) and, during the afternoon, in
the areas of Oeiras (Centro Social
e Paroquial de Nova Oeiras [Social
and Parish Centre of Nova Oeiras])
and Sintra (Centro Social do Exército de Salvação de Colares [Social
Centre of the Salvation Army of
Colares]).
Marisa Cruz

D

iana Matos, the on-duty interpreter,
did not leave anyone indifferent to
the smooth and harmonious timbre of her voice and much less to what she
brought with her: a lute – a string instrument
in the shape of half pear, which was much
used in Europe in the 16th and 17th centuries,
but which is not that common nowadays.
«What is that instrument?», asked the users
of the several visited homes.
Maria de Lurdes Neves, 89 years old,
among many other elderly people, was
fascinated with such instrument. «I did not
know the lute, but I loved it. It reminded me
of old days… I was very touched with this
show, which was a big surprise to us.» In
turn, Ana Milho, 80 years old, stated: «I did

not know the instrument, but it has a very
nice sound.» From fados to Portuguese traditional music, it were many the melodies
that brightened the oldest ones: some were
smiling, others were singing and there was
some that even danced a little.
Sharing of emotions
«Initiatives that bring joy to our elderly are
very important», commented Ilda Costa,
director of the Centro Social e Paroquial de
Nova Oeiras (Social and Parish Centre of
Nova Oeiras). An opinion shared by Cátia
Henriques, director of the Centro Social do
Exército de Salvação de Colares (Social Centre of the Salvation Army of Colares), who
added: «We are very thankful to Servilusa
for this initiative, especially because, many
times, it is us, institution and collaborators,
that end up “being the grandchildren” in
this Grandparent’s Day.»
«Thank you» was, undoubtedly, the
most used words throughout that day,
especially from the elderly. «Servilusa can

visit us anytime they want, whether it is on
grandparent’s day, grandchildren’s day or
Great-grandchildren’s day. They can come
here every day, they will always be welcomed», said, with an open smile, João
Ramos, 81 years of age.
At the end of the musical moment, Servilusa also offered a snack to the users and
collaborators of each institution, who took
the opportunity to get together a little
more and talk not only among themselves,
but also with the lutenist and Servilusa’s
representatives, including i-nova’s team,
to whom were constantly showing a huge
satisfaction.
Pedro Costa, from Servilusa’s Institutional Relations Department and organizer
of this initiative, made a positive balance:
«More important than providing a snack
and a musical moment, was the sharing of feelings and emotions. It was good
to see the smile and tenderness of these
elderly people. We leave this place with a
“full heart”.»

Helping the little girl with cerebral palsy

S

ervilusa associated itself to the action «Let’s give our hand to Inês»,
a 3 year old little girl, who lives in
the Algarve and suffers from a malformation in her cerebral cortex which is related
to cerebral palsy and affects motor and
cognitive development. This child’s difficulties can be minimized by resorting to
treatments that the family, at the moment,
cannot afford.
Thus, the goal of this initiative is to collect as many bottle caps as possible, so that

they can be delivered to a company that, in
exchange, will give an amount of money to
treat little Inês. When the mother of this little girl contacted Jorge Silvestre, who works
at the Algarve’s office, Servilusa made itself
immediately available to help through a
wide divulgation of the cause, as well as
through collecting bottle caps, which began in October of last year.
«We embraced this cause. We made
pamphlets that we distributed in institutions and throughout the commerce

in the Algarve, to make this situation as
known as possible», tells us Armanda
Cercas, Servilusa’s commercial coordinator
in the Algarve. Besides, the company made
available a place to store the collected
caps, at the warehouse of Faro. According
to the official, this action has moved a lot
of people, which «is gratifying». «We have
an added responsibility before the society
and we associate ourselves permanently to
causes. People are beginning to see us in a
different light», she points out.
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Social Commitment

Protecting the environment,
ensuring the future

Within the scope of the GIRO 2014 project, an initiative of the Grupo de Reflexão e Apoio à Cidadania Empresarial (Reflection and Support to Corporate Citizenship Group) (GRACE) to which Servilusa is part of, several
collaborators participated in volunteering actions towards the environment. Planting trees, cleaning lines of
water and the maintenance of plantings were the tasks that they dedicated themselves to last October 3rd, in
the woods of different areas of the country.
Marisa Cruz

A

cross the Algarve’s lands, Servilusa’s place of choice for this action
of social responsibility was the Alto
da Foia, at the Serra de Monchique (Monchique Range), where the goal was the
planting of oaks-of-monchique (Quercus
canariensis), a quite rare and autochthone species in Portugal. Armanda Cercas,
Servilusa’s commercial coordinator in the
Algarve, states that «this initiative promoted the reunion between colleagues
and was even more pertinent due to the
fact of having been planted endangered
tree species».
As shown by Valdemar Soares, commercial coordinator in Coimbra, who participated in the action of Pedra da Ferida,
in Espinhal, this «was a different day

provided by the company, towards and
excellent reason». Here, Servilusa’s team
cleaned the water line and planted stone
pines (Pinus Pinea L.).
At Tapada do Saldanha, in Sintra, maintenance operations of new plantings were
performed, including the removal of the
infesting plants and the reposition of
plantings which were not successful. The
possibility of being in touch with nature,
on a warm and sunny day, contributing
to a good cause, was worth it. Due to the
lack of practice, one or another volunteer
requested, once in a while, the help of
specialized technicians in such matter that
accompanied the teams.
Nonetheless, Sandra Ferreira, Servilusa’s
commercial technician and new to these

volunteering actions, thought it would be
more complex. «I thought that it would be
harder and, besides that, we learned how
to take care of plants. It was very interesting. The team’s state of mind was also
great. Everyone wanted to participate and
collaborate.»
Another collaborator that was present
at this action was in Sintra was Rodolfo
Pessoa, responsible for Servilusa’s Social
Responsibility, Environment and Quality
Department. In his opinion, this was an
important action for several reasons: «On
the one hand, because it is different from
previous initiatives; on the other, because
we are helping nature and raising awareness to people for the relevance of protecting woods and forests.»

Welfare actions more prolonged in time

S

ervilusa’s social responsibility program will continue in 2015, but in a slightly different model. As explained by Rodolfo
Pessoa, responsible for Servilusa’s Social Responsibility, Environment and Quality Department, welfare campaigns are going
to be more prolonged in time. «So far, usually, these actions took place every two months. Instead, we are going to maintain the
same initiatives, but for a little while longer», he explains. An example is the continuation of the support of the movement «Let’s
give our hand to Inês» (see page 17), throughout 2015. «Soon, we will also start a campaign of collecting outdated medicine»,
advances Rodolfo Pessoa.
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APPSF em foco 1 9
Associação Portuguesa dos Profissionais do Sector Funerário (Portuguese Association of the Funeral Sector Professionals)

Funeral sector
finally has a symbol

THE DESIGN

FUNERAL HOME

F

rench woman Alexander Jacquelin
won the competition launched last
year by European Federation of Funeral
Services (EFFS), with the goal of creating
a representative symbol of the funeral
sector, mainly of funeral homes, in Europe. The winner was awarded a prize of
2500 euros. In total, 70 proposals were
sent, originating from nine countries, including 18 from Portugal.
Paulo Carreira, president of the Associação Portuguesa dos Profissionais do Sector Funerário (Portuguese Association of
Can be
adaptable
to different Sector
identities.
the
Funeral
Professionals) (APPSF),

which is part of the EFFS, explains that «it
had to be a clear icon and easy to apply
on traffic signs or maps, for example». Besides, «it had to transmit values of respect,
transcendence and confidence, avoid
identification with any religious, cultural
or political group, and should not have
any link to sadness or darkness, although
it had to be quickly recognizable».
The winning icon, nicknamed «funeral
home», combines two elements – a house
and a candle – and was chosen because it
is simple, easy to apply, representing professionalism, hope and respect. The candle reminds us of those who have already
parted and it is a world symbol of hope.
The house represents the funeral home in
itself. «We received very different works.
It is incredible how, for a so specific issue,
came up such distinct ideas and with different concepts», reveals Paulo Carreira,
showing himself to be happy with the
participation of Portuguese designers to
this competition.

Marc Poirier is the
new president
of FIAT/IFTA

C

anadian Marc Poirier was elected
president of FIAT/IFTA (Fédération
Internationale des Associations de
Thanalogues/International Federation
of Thanalogists Associations), in May
of 2014, during the 13th International
Convention of this Federation, in Düsseldorf, Germany. The new leader succeeded the German Claus-Dieter
Wulf and presides FIAT/IFTA during
the biennium of 2014-2016. During
the swearing-in, Marc Poirier showed
himself to be particularly happy with
the fact that his father, Gilles Poirier, had
also presided this Federation between
the years 1998 to 2000. Of the FIAT/
/IFTA’s directive board are also part
three vice-presidents – Teresa Saavedra
(from Bolivia), Ankori Matsui (from
Japan) and Marek Cichewicz (from Poland). Portugal supported the election
of the Polish representative, thus balancing the international representation.

Servilusa’s collaborator begins MBA in Funeral Services

Alex JACQUELIN

V

anda Castro, Servilusa’s South Business Unit manager, is the second
Portuguese person to attend Funeral
Services MBA (FuSeMBA). «I was given
this possibility by Paulo Carreira, Servilusa’s business general-manager and
the first Portuguese person to finish this
MBA, and it is an incredible opportunity», points out Vanda Castro. With the
renewal of the partnership between the
European Federation of Funeral Services

(EFFS) and the University of Barcelona,
this training is on its way to its third
edition, which will take place between
March of 2015 and November of 2016.
Some modules of the MBA, the ones
dedicated to the fields of accounting,
financials, marketing and human resources for example, are performed via
online. As for the modules that related
to more operational aspects, from embalming techniques to funeral organi-

zation, passing by international services, among others, will be taught in
several countries, making it necessary for
a trip of the trainees to five countries:
Spain, Italy, France, Germany and United
Kingdom.
«I am very motivated, since it is an
MBA unique at an international level,
which has been enrichening, in a transversal manner, the knowledge about our
activity», concludes Vanda Castro.

EFFS encouraged the prevention
of the Ebola virus

L

ast October, members of the European Federation of Funeral Services (EFFS) gathered together to
discuss the prevention of the Ebola virus breakout through infected corpses. Paulo Carreira, president
of the APPSF, refers that «the main concern was, obviously, managing to obtain a common line of action
by all European countries». In that sense, «it was an interesting debate, on which EFFS sought to motivate countries that do not have protocols of action to do so, providing enough know-how for such». In
Portugal, Servilusa brought forward a contingency plan on September 2014, which involved creating three teams composed by four elements for that effect. The company also acquired proper
equipment for these collaborators, which is in accordance with what is recommended by health
authorities.
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«The dimension of Eusébio
justifies his transfer to the
Panteão Nacional (National
Pantheon)»

Luís Filipe Vieira

President of Sport Lisboa e Benfica

One year after the «goodbye» to Eusébio, who passed away on January 5th, Luís Filipe Vieira remembers this
Sport Lisboa e Benfica (SLB) footballer and world icon. In an interview to i-nova, he states that «Eusébio left a
void that will not be filled» and points out that the decision of moving him to the Panteão Nacional (National
Pantheon), taking into account his dimension, makes all sense.
Marisa Cruz

Which are the most significant moments you recall of your relationship
with Eusébio? Is there any episode you
would like to share?
I have lived numerous episodes with Eusébio, I have been a witness to the craziness he caused on people, his good humour, the stories he told, the respect and
worship that the world had for him. The
funniest was the way how people were
baffled when they realized Eusébio’s simplicity and humility. Therefore, they were
many the stories I lived with him, but there
is one that will mark me for my life, because I was touched in seeing his reaction.
When I assumed the presidency, Eusébio
had a precarious connection to SLB – he
was working through green receipts. I said
that he would now have a life contract, not
with the Sociedade Anónima Desportiva
(Public Limited Sports Company) (SAD),
but with the club. I remember the day in
which he went to sign the contract, the
words he said – which I will keep to my-
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self – and the emotions he showed, which
touched me. It is a moment I will never be
able to forget. It was as if, finally, he had
received from the club all the recognition
and support that he thought he was never
going to receive.
In what way do you describe him as a
player?
Very fast, a fighter, with a unique technique
and an explosive kick. A team player, but,
above all, a goal scorer. He scored over
700 goals in his career, and that is a mark
that only «chosen ones» can achieve.
And as a person?
I have said it before – he had a baffling
simplicity. Being somebody who reached
a level that few, very few, manage to
achieve, he kept being a normal person, easy-going, extremely humble and
approachable. A genius approachable
and available to everybody – thus was
Eusébio.

Last January 5 th marked a year since
he passed away. In what way was
his departure felt in the core of the
Benfica family?
With a huge feeling of loss. Eusébio
left a void which cannot be filled.
Through his genious, he catapulted
SLB to a place among Europe’s greatest. Through his humility, he managed
to be recognized by everyone, even
of those who share different club affiliations, and that is the greatest recognition that someone can achieve.
Eusébio marked Benfica, Portugal and
world football, and that mark «will last
forever.»
What impact did the «Black Panther»
passing away have in national sports
and in our country in general?
I believe that the best answer was given
by national manifestations and testimonies that we heard, in Portugal and
overseas.
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Were you expecting that the reactions
to his death, in Portugal and abroad,
to be so heartfelt?
The dimension of the manifestations that
were lived on January 5th 2014 and in
the following days showed everybody
the real dimension of Eusébio and what
he represented, at a national and global
level. I remember SLB players in the cemetery, under a torrential rain, but the truth
is that nobody budged. There was a real
manifestation of pain regarding the departure of one us and that, I will not hide,
emotionally affected the players and all
of us.

«Servilusa was at a level

that we all were expecting
and that Eusébio
deserved, so, I think that
its professionals can be
proud of the way how
they conducted the whole
memorial service»
How did you face the fact of supporters and fans of all club colours
having united in giving their farewells
to Eusébio?
With normality, because it was also like
that in life. Eusébio was admired and
recognized by all, regardless of religion, politics or club colours. Everybody
recognized in him the unique mark that
he had left in football and the way how

he projected SLB and Portugal on the
world stage.
What is your opinion about the tribute
performed a year ago? Was it how you
were expecting it to be?
I think it was up to the country’s expectations and to what Eusébio deserved for
what he had given in life.
How do you see Servilusa’s action in
the organization of the memorial service, in a moment of great emotion for
all the Benfica family?
With the professionalism that we all were
used to seeing at Servilusa. It was not an
easy or normal organization, taking into
account the figure of Eusébio and the
dimension of manifestations, but it was
unanimous that the organization was at the
level that we all expected and that Eusébio
deserved. Therefore, I think that Servilusa’s
professionals must be proud of the way
how the whole ceremony was conducted.
The body of Eusébio can be moved to
the Panteão Nacional (National Pantheon), where Almeida Garrett, Amália
Rodrigues, Sophia de Mello Breyner
Andresen, among other illustrious
figures of the Portuguese History are
buried. How do you see the possibility
of Eusébio joining himself in his final
address to these national references?
Pretty naturally. The dimension of Eusébio justifies his moving into the Panteão
Nacional (National Pantheon), but that
decision has to be taken by the Assem-

bleia da República (Assembly of the Republic). I believe, however, that it will be
an easy decision, taking into account his
legacy.
Which legacy did Eusébio leave to SLB
and to the club’s young athletes?
Younger generations got an idea of the
dimension of Eusébio, because it is clear
that no one was indifferent to the manifestations of mourning for his disappearance. But I think that his true dimension
can only be really perceived by those who
have seen him playing. The notion that
there was nothing impossible cannot be
explained, we have to see it. So, I think
that the generations that did not have
the opportunity of watching him play will
never realize his true dimension. Have you
imagined what would be of Eusébio today,
or Di Stéfano, with truly global media?
SLB and Servilusa recently renewed a
collaboration protocol that passes by a
sponsorship to the futsal professional
team, besides the continuation of
special conditions at funerals for club
associates and their families. How do
you see this partnership established
three years ago?
SLB values its partners. So, relationships
with all those who we work with are longlasting. We know how to respect them
and value its contribute within the Benfica universe. With Servilusa it is the same
and the best proof that this partnership
is working well is the renewal of the recently signed protocol.

Moments of Eusébio’s memorial service
On January 6th 2014, the funeral limousine with Eusébio’s body circled
around the Luz Stadium before the emotional eyes of thousands of people. This was followed by a procession that travelled through the city of
Lisbon, ending at the Cemitério do Lumiar (Cemetery of Lumiar), where
the «Black Panther» was buried, at the sound of the national anthem.
DR

DR
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Mourning Reflexions

The naturalness of death

D

eath – the destiny of all beings
that was conceded to them with
the gift of being born. In the
strongest evidence of life, death is the
end of the cycle of something that has
lived for minutes, hours or years and
nothing is more natural than being a target of death, after we are part of Mankind. In fact, all or almost all of us crave
immortality. In our incessant hope, we
hope that one day the news opens with
the big headline that scientists have just
made the greatest discovery ever – the
cancellation of death.
I am an encoffiner, as fate wanted, as
someone has already told me, that I was
a «servant» of death. In fact, she is not my
boss, but we live in harmony. I consider
myself a smooth concealer of the marks
that death puts in corpses. I feel like an
integrating and active part in the relativizing of the negative weight and dark,
creepy and scary meaning with which she
frightens the living being.
For several years now that I deal, almost every day, with corpses; my profession requires it. As any human being, I have my doubts about death. In
the laboratory, when it is time to work
and at the moment of having one more
corpse on the table, I wonder: Why?
What wrong did this child do to leave
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so soon? Why did this man have to leave
life, when his children needed him the
most? Why did this young girl die in her
prime, with so many plans and a bright
future?
These are questions, just questions,
answered by a pact of silence. Answers
are cold as the bodies that lie on top of
the table, they are like inconclusive mental autopsies. And I live without answers,
since they hurt, and I will not let myself
go mad because of something unavoidable that, when it comes, does not say
how, when or why. I just limit myself,
then, to let flow the idea that it is natural, it is existential, it is the way with no
wrong way.
Let the rich smile, let the poor cry, but
death is unique, has no precedents, does
not corrupt itself, is not influenced, it is
sovereign. It is perhaps the only event
that beholds that who never wanted to
gamble, but that, for the simple misfortune of being alive, became a «winning»
gambler.
A shut-eye and an awakening
Death is a full stop, a question mark and
an exclamation mark for the human being. However, regardless of the suffering of those who stay here, ironically,
she also stars in meetings, reconcilia-

tions, reflexions, memories… How many
families and friends, fallen out for years,
cease pride, stubbornness, the hurts of a
life and bring back again the best in human beings (the act of forgiving and forgetting less good moments), in the last
farewell around those they most loved.
Death cannot only be a shutting of
eyes, but, who knows, also an awakening. In its intimidating mode, it teaches
us to see life in a different way. If we
had to transform ourselves into animals,
we would be a majority of vultures. Not
that we all have to be swans, since, in
death, there is no karma. Even if we had
a beautiful swan wings, we would not be
spared, death is impartial and that is an
inevitable fact.
Death is also an example of life that, in
certain moments, will help us to live better with ourselves and with others. For
all this, I strongly advise that we get to
know how to live the beat we can, that
we enjoy life every day, as if there is no
tomorrow. But not with the fear that tomorrow can be too late, conscious that
death does not know the verbs of the
past or the future. After all, it is always
present.
André Araújo
Encoffiner at Servilusa
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Infusions and teas
– Health friends
First of all, we explain what is truly
tea. Afterwards, we list health benefits
associated to the tea plant and to other
four that we selected with the help of
naturopath João Beles. Protection against
cardiovascular and oncologic diseases,
stress reduction and cold and muscular pain
relief are some of the effects of the chosen
plants.
Sofia Santos

D

id you know that, most of the
times, you think you are drinking a «cup of tea», but, in fact,
you are drinking an infusion of another
plant other than tea? We explain it better. An infusion is the extraction of the
constituents of any plant, flower or fruit
through hot water. Tea is the beverage
that comes exclusively from the plant
camellia sinensis, from which four kinds
of existing tea are made – green, white,
black and oolong – which distinguish
themselves by the way that this plant is
processed.
Green tea comes from the leaves of
camellia sinensis dried out immediately
after their harvest, avoiding, like that,
fermentation. White tea is made from
white leaves that are harvested a little after they start to grow. Black tea
and oolong are made from dry plant,
after distinct fermentation processes.
There are small differences between
their phytochemical constituents, but,
in general, the four kinds of tea effects
are similar.
According to several scientific studies,
tea (from camellia sinensis) has proprieties that protect the organism from

cardiovascular and oncologic diseases.
Green tea is the most consumed one
and the one that more scientific studies confirm its health benefits. It is also
the most used to lose weight, because
it helps to eliminate fat and to reduce
appetite. Black tea, in turn, is useful to
increase the ability to focus and to stay
awake, due to its composition richer in
theine.
There are, however, many other plants
with health benefits. With the health of
naturopath João Beles, we have selected
four of them, which can have «miraculous» effects. Check it out.
Passiflora
Reduces stress, an important risk factor for several
diseases and disorders,
such as depression, insomnia, chronic fatigue, arterial
hypertension or memory problems.
Active principles: it is rich in alkaloids,
which have a calming effect, and in flavonoids, which improve the functioning
of the cardiovascular system.
How to use: 500 mg, two to four times
a day.

Curiosities

Planting of camellia sinensis

DR

Gorreana tea, made on the Ilha de
São Miguel (São Miguel Island), in
Azores, is the only tea that is produced in Portugal, the first of Europe
and still one of few.
OThe famous habit of «five o´clock
tea» was introduced in the United
Kingdom by Portuguese Queen
D. Catarina de Bragança, in the
17th century.

Harpago
Relieves the pain, especially lumbar and articular
ones. According to several
studies, it has an efficiency
similar to several anti-inflammatory drugs, without causing side effects
associated to these.
Active principles: it contains several antiinflammatory and analgesic compounds.
How to use: 1 to 3 g per day (divided into
three intakes).
Eucalyptus
It helps to treat diseases
that affect the respiratory
tract, such as colds, flu or
asthma. Ideal to drink in the
colder months of the year.
Active principles: its essential oil is rich
in cineol and eucalyptol, which perform
and antibiotic action and stimulate the
immune system. It is anti-inflammatory a
bronchodilator.
How to use: a spoon of leaves (well
crushed) into a cup, two to three times
a day.
Ginseng
It has been used for thousand of years in China as
an energetic tonic. Unlike
coffee, it provides an energy which holds steady throughout the
day, without peaks and with a much lower
chance of causing anxiety.
Active principles: its ginsenosides are the
main responsible ones for the tonic, neuro-protective and anticancer properties. It
also helps to control stress.
How to use: between 400 mg to 2g
a day.
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